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Abstract
Epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) gene plays an important role in the cell membrane
including cell cycle promotion and differentiation. In many cancers studies the EGFR alteration
causes the development of Oncogenesis that promote carcinogenesis and metastasis. Aim of the
current study is to better understand the EGFR protein-protein interacting network in kidney cancer
to identifying co-targets for drug designing. EGFR protein was as a query in STRING database
and a network of 34 nodes and 123 edges was extracted. HUBBA analyzer was applied for the
identification of hubs protein in the network that showed the functional association among network
components. The findings of this study explored five clusters which has intra/inter-modular
connections those are targeting links in therapeutic strategy. The cbioportal cancer database was
used to analyze the expression levels of gene encoding hubs protein in the network and their
participation in kidney cancer. In total of twenty hub proteins, seven genes, including HRAS,
SHC1, PTPN1, PIK3CB, HBEGF, NRG2, AGTR1 shows overexpression and five genes like
PIK3CD, ARRB1, NRG1, RAB5A, EPN1 displayed under-expression in kidney renal cell
carcinoma. Outcomes of the research declared novel components mutations, mediated through
EGFR signaling that are involved in ATM, MAPK, MDM2, ATK/VEGFR signaling pathways of
proliferation and anti-apoptotic activities. It is evident that experimental validation of this results
could be employed for the identification of new diagnostic markers for kidney cancer.
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treated via dialysis for end stage renal disease
Introduction
Cancer is the phenomenon to give an
(ESRD) are at high risk of many cancers, in
explanation for the irrational condition of
particular the ones of the kidney and urinary
uncontrolled cellular growth. Asian countries
tract. These organs can also be vulnerable to
have a shocking rate of cancer [1], and
systemic carcinogenic, which includes those
Kidney cancer is placed as the 9th most
as a result of the biochemical and
common cancer within the globe. Patients
immunologic changes that arise with renal
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failure [2]. Amongst renal tumors, renal
mobile carcinoma is one of the most frequent
prognosis with approximately 90% and
occurring in adults. Although no real
information for the superiority of renal
cellular carcinoma in Pakistan has been
reported apart from Aga Khan University
Hospital, Karachi on 2393 instances of solid
malignancies confirmed a frequency of 1.8%
amongst adult males [3].
Renal failure happens when the kidneys
suddenly grow to a condition, not able to
filter out waste products from the blood
ensuing to accumulation of risky tiers of
wastes and the blood’s chemical makeup can
also get out of balance [4].
Epidermal Growth Factor Receptor (EGFR)
gene is located on chromosome 7p12 and
codes for 185-kD transmembrane tyrosine
kinase [5]. Which performs a critical role in
the malignant cell growth [6]. In renal cell
carcinoma
(RCC),
the
usage
of
immunohistochemistry (IHC) has mentioned
frequencies of extended EGFR expression
among 50% and 90 % [7]. The prognostic
significance of EGFR overexpression in RCC
with recognition to each survival and
ailment-unfastened duration stays debatable
[8]. Genetic changes, overexpression and
constitutive activation of EGFR had been
regularly reported in human stable tumors of
breast, colon, kidney and prostate cancers [9].
Bioinformatics applies Insilco methods to
find out gene loci, predict the transcripts of a
particular gene or structure and location of a
particular protein inside cell and the
disease(s) associated with the abnormal
structure or function of that particular
protein. It also involves devising the effective
drug designing strategy relative to a
particular protein involved in a disease
pathway [10]. Aims of the current study were
to investigate the EGFR protein-protein
interaction (PPI) signaling pathway and
identify therapeutic drug design targets using
various computational approaches.

Materials and methods
Bioinformatics software and tools
Different
tools
and
databases
of
bioinformatics were applied to extract the
protein-protein interaction network of EGFR
from STRING database. The Gene ontology
(GO) enrichment analysis was performed and
mapped to analyze the data of network with
kidney cancer datasets.
Retrieval of EGFR PPI network by
STRING database
STRING (Search Tool for the Retrieval of
Interacting Genes/Proteins) a biological
database, was used for retrieving the
biological network. String contain predicted
and known PPI interaction. The string
contains experimental data, computational
data and public text data and are freely
available source database which is update
regularly. The resource also focuses on
function enrichment in user provided protein
list. The latest version contains more than 9.6
million proteins from more than 2000
organisms
Hub identification
The file was downloaded in PSI –XML
format from String database and were upload
to HUBBA analyzer for identification of hub
proteins in EGFR network by using double
screening method.
Cancer dataset analysis by using cBio
portal
An online cancer database, Cbioportal was
used to explore, analyzed and visualize the
cancer data sets that integrates data on
epigenectics, genetics, proteomics and
transcriptomic base with the range of cell
lines and tissues. The main characteristic of
portal is to provide the graphical summary
gene-level visualization.
Results
Retrieval of EGFR PPI network
EGFR PPI interacting network was retrieved
from String Database using the EGFR protein
as query and displayed a dense network of
101 nodes, 1122 edges, average nodes 22.2,
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average local clustering coefficients 0.665,
expected number of edges 345 and PPI
enrichment p-value <10.e-16 (Fig. 1).
For better understanding of interactions, the
k-mean cluster option in the string database
were applied to divide the interacting
network into 5 clusters. These clusters were
composed of closely connected protein in the
network. In PPI network clusters, the arrows
show the positive action effects, the lines
shows the negative effects and the balls
shows the unspecified effects (Fig. 2).
EGFR
Protein-Protein
Interaction
Network meta-analysis
The interaction network of EGFR contains
some molecular function in which fifty
proteins involved in receptor binding in
which the chemical signal binds to its
receptor, these signals may result from
cellular/tissue. Eighty-one proteins of EGFR
network are involved in protein binding

which efficiency can be affected by the
binding of drugs. The less bond drug is more
efficient because that can travel more easily
in the cell membrane. Ten proteins of the
network were involved in the EGFR binding.
The EGFR is found on the cell membrane
which are associated to homodimers upon
binding of its proper ligand. Thirty sex
proteins are involved in the enzymes binding,
in which for a molecular reaction, the subtract
bind temporary with its active sites. Thirteen
proteins of the network are involved in the
growth factor receptor binding that is the first
stay or stop in the cells where the signaling
may flow for the cell differentiation and
proliferation starts. Fifteen proteins are
involved in the Kinase binding. Kinase are
those enzymes used for the modification of
other proteins by the addition of phosphate
group with them for phosphorylation (Table
1).

Figure 1. Shows EGFR PPI network that involved in signal transduction
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Figure 1. EGFR PPI network differentiated into 5 k-means clusters
Table 1. GO Molecular functions enrichment analysis of EGFR PPI network
S. No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Molecular function
Receptor binding
Protein binding
Epidermal growth factor receptor binding
Enzyme binding
Ephrin receptor binding
Growth factor receptor binding
Neurotrophin TRKA receptor binding
Phosphatidylinositol-4, 5-bisphosphat kinase activity
Signaling adaptor activity
Kinase binding

The enrichment analysis of protein-protein
interacting network (PPI), has the
significance of biological processes that

No. of proteins
50
81
10
36
7
13
4
3-4
7
15

involved the protein network such as EGFR
signaling pathway. The EGFR activation
leads
to
Homodimerization,
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heterodimerization, phosphorylation of
specific tyrosine residues, and recruitment of
several proteins at the intracellular portion of
the receptors. Phosphorylation and activation
of these two proteins on receptor binding
lead
to
the
initiation
of signal
transduction pathways,
Enzyme linked
receptor protein signaling pathway (Table 2).
GO enrichment analysis identify the
Extrinsic component of membrane, cellsubstract junction n, cytosol, focal adhesion
(Table 3).
GO enrichment analysis identify the proteins
of network into KEGG pathways such as
ERBB signaling pathway which contained
four receptor tyrosine kinase which are
structurally associated to EGFR which was
for the first time discovered in membrane,
some protein of the network involved in
proteoglycans in cancer that contributed to

biology of various types of cancer, different
pathways in cancer (Table 4).
EGFR PPI STRING database pathway
analysis exposed some signaling pathways
that contain some protein in SH2 domain and
SH3 domain (Table 5).
Hubs protein identification
The EGFR protein-protein interaction
network was downloaded as an xml file in
Protein Standards Initiative (PSI) format
from the STRING database. The xml file was
uploaded
to
HUBBA-HUBBA
(http://hub.iis.sinica.edu.tw/Hubba) which is
an online source Network visualization
software applied for the identification of hubs
protein in PPI network data. The double
screening scheme method was used to
analyze the EGFR PPI network. For the
topological properties HUBBA identified
twenty hubs protein in EGFR network (Fig.
3).

Table 2. GO Biological Process enrichment analysis of EGFR PPI network
S. No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Biological process
Epidermal growth factor receptor signaling pathway
Transmembrane receptor protein tyrosine kinase signaling pathway
Enzyme linked receptor protein signaling pathway
Fc receptor signaling pathway
Response to wounding
Wound healing
Fibroblast growth factor receptor signaling pathway
Neurotrophin TRK receptor signaling pathway
Movement of cell or subcellular component
Blood coagulation

No. of proteins
47
62
64
35
45
43
31
35
45
34

Table 3. GO Cellular localization enrichment analysis of EGFR PPI network
S. No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Cellular function
Extrinsic component of membrane
Cell-substrate junction
Cytosol
Focal adhesion
Cell junction
Cell periphery
Adherens junction
Plasma membrane
Plasma membrane
Phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase complex
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No. of proteins
18
21
62
20
27
68
19
67
20
6
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Table4. GO KEGG pathways enrichment analysis of EGFR PPI network
S. No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

KEGG pathways
ERBB signaling pathway
Proteoglycans in cancer
Pathways in cancer
Glioma
Focal adhesion
Non-small cell lung cancer
HIF-1 signaling pathway
Prostate cancer
Chronic myeloid leukemia
Endometrial cancer
Bacterial invasion of epithelial cells
Chemokine signaling pathway
MicroRNAs in cancer

No of proteins
34
39
38
20
24
17
20
19
19
16
21
24
20

Table 5. String pathway enrichment analysis of EGFR network
S. No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Pathway description
SH2 domain
SH3 domain
Protein kinase-like domain
Phosphatidylinositol 3/4-kinase, conserved site
Phosphatidylinositol 3-/4-kinase, catalytic domain
Phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase adaptor-binding (PI3K ABD) domain
Small GTPase superfamily, Rab type
Tyrosine-protein kinase, active site
Tyrosine-protein kinase, catalytic domain
Phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase Ras-binding (PI3K RBD) domain

No. of proteins
10
8
11
4
4
3
7
5
5
3

Figure 3. Hubs protein in network by using double scheming method on HUBBA-HUBBA
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cancer datasets. Cboipotral database showed
different types of mutation including
missense mutation, inframe mutation,
truncating mutation, gene deletion and gene
amplification as shown in (Fig. 4).

The HUBS genes comparative analysis
with Kidney cancer dataset
The cBioPortal cancer database, analysis of
kidney cancer showed the significant disease
connected genes, described their frequency,
position and types of mutation to kidney

Figure 4. Kidney cancer relevant disease associated genes mutation result of Kidney renal
cell carcinoma (TCGA, Nature 2013) dataset that has (418 patients / 418 samples) in which
418 showed alteration that is 14 % of total dataset
The mutation tab in cBioPortal showed
position, ratio and frequency of query gene
and their mutation in the context of protein
domain.
a) ERBB2 contain 633 amino acids which has
1 % mutation that contain 4 mutations in
which 3 missense and 1 truncating. b) HRAS
contain 189 amino acids undergo only 0.2 %
mutation frequency that contain only one
missense mutation. c). SHC1 contain total

583 amino acids which has 0.5 % mutation
frequency comprising only two missense
mutation. d). PTPN1 containing 465 amino
acid with Mutation Frequency 0.2% and has
only 1 mutation of truncating. e). KRAS
contain total 189 amino acids having
mutation frequency of 0.2 % which has 1
missense mutation. f). PIK3CB has total
1070 amino acids having mutation frequency
of 0.2 % which has 1 missense mutation. g).
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HCK has total 500 amino acids, of which
mutation frequency is 0.5 % and has 2
missense mutations. h). DNM2 has total 870
amino which undergo 0.2 % mutation that
contain 1 missense mutation. i). NRG2 has
total 850 amino acids which undergo 0.2 %
mutation that contain 1 missense mutation. j).
EPS15 has total 896 amino acids which
undergo 0.5 % mutation that contain 1
truncating mutation. k). NRG1 has total 640

amino acids which undergo 0.5 % mutation
that contain 1 missense mutation. l). RAB5A
containing 215 amino acids which undergo
0.2 % mutation that contain 1 missense
mutation. m). AGTR1 has total 359 amino
acids which undergo 0.2 % mutation that
contain 1 missense mutation. n). EPN1 has
total 576 amino acids which undergo 0.2 %
mutation that contain 1 missense mutation
(Fig. 5).
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Figure 5. Displaying mutation (a) to (n)
NRG1 help in cell to cell signaling , AGTR1
help in the regulation of aldosterone
secretion, HBEGF diphtheria toxin receptor ,
PIK3CB involved in signaling pathways at
outer membrane of the cell . Some of the
hub’s proteins in cluster 2 such as HRAS,
SCH1and DNM2 are important in EGFR
mediated signaling pathways. The cluster 3
contained some hubs that are PIK3CD,
ARRB1 which are involved in the immune
regulation and immune response and also
contain CTTN which plays important role in
regulating of the interaction among adherenstype junction and epithelia and carcinoma
cell during apoptosis. The cluster 4 contained
only one hub protein that is EPN1, which is
involved in endocytosis of clathrin-coated
vesicles. The cluster 5 in the network,

Discussion
In this study, protein interaction network was
investigated to recognize the hubs protein in
the network. In EGFR network, 20 hubs
protein were identified by analyzing using
double screening scheme method. Each of the
hubs has various interaction in the network.
In current study we have obtained 5 clusters
from protein interacting network, in which
the cluster 1, which is the biggest cluster
contained much hubs proteins that are
ERBB2 involved in growth factor, PTPN11
involved in the regulatory of cell growth,
NRAS involved in somatic rectal cancer,
KRAS responsible for activation of mutation,
HCK help the receptor in activation, NRG2
included the growth and differentiation,
SH3GL2 , EPS15 involved in the pathways ,
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contained only one hub protein that is
RAB5A which is specific for its role in the
regulation of EGFR
The epidermal growth factor receptor
(EGFR) gene mutation has a key role in
glomerular diseases and kidney injury which
has been reported already [11]. Total 63
cancers were sequences for EGFR exon in
which 21 mutation were reported and absorb
that EGFR has 83.8% expression in clear cell
carcinoma [12]. A few studies have been
conducted related to association between
stage of RCC and EGFR expression [13].
Some ligands of EGFR which are TGF-a,
HB-EGF, EGF these ligand are also
expressed in renal tubules which are
reviewed in [14]. In previous studies, the
ERBB2 amplification or over expression was
approximately one third discovered in human
breast cancer and connected with further
tumors and poorer outcome [15]. Some other
human tumor types also have been reported
about the ERBB2 over expression or
amplification which lead to lung cancer [16],
also in gastric cancers [17], ovarian cancers
[18], prostate cancer [19], and also lead to
bladder cancer [20]. In present study we
analyzed 3 mess sense mutation and one
truncating in ERBB2. HB-EGF expression
raised dominantly in gastric cancer, ovarian,
breast cancer, glioblastoma, melanoma, in
pancreatic cancers, prostate cancer, colon
cancer and also in renal cell carcinoma. In our
study, HB-EGF has shown amplification and
over expression due to which there is
uncontrolled division which lead to Kidney
cancer. NRG2 is present in all type of human
breast cancer and highly connected to
biological aggressiveness of tumor reporter
by [21]. In our result, out of 418 samples we
observed that NRG2 showed high
amplification that lead to kidney cancer.
NRG1 is a protein which has a vital role in
neuro inflammation and synaptic plasticity
[22]. NGR1 has been constantly associated
with the increased risk for schizophrenia

[23]. In our study we observed that NRG1 has
only one missense mutation and absorb deep
deletion.
Many previous studies have discovered that
EGFR internalization and intracellular
direction is RAB5A dependent and is
attached to RAB5A activation [24]. From
previous studies it is evident that RAB5A
was overexpressed in stomach, lung and
hepatocellular carcinomas. Recently, a set of
observations found that RAB5A was
overexpressed in lung, stomach and
hepatocellular carcinomas [25], but the effect
of RAB5A on the tumor cells is unclear. In
our results the RAB5A showed deep deletion
and one missense mutation that caused the
kidney cancer. AGTR1 the angiotensin II
receptor type 1 involved 10-20%
overexpressed in breast cancer independent
patient chorts [26]. HRAS is located on
chromosome 11p15.5 and a high conserved
gene having genetic sequence variability
existing in 3’ hyper viable region between the
other RAS family [27]. In the quarter of
century about 100,000 of somatic mutation
from the cancer have been reported since the
first mutation was found in HRAS [28], in
HRAS the heterozygous de novo germline
mutation was identified by [29]. In the
present study we absorbed the HRAS has
0.5% concentration of mutation which has
only one missense mutation in the RAS
domain that mediated the signaling pathways
of EGFR that lead to kidney cancer.
Conclusion
The EGFR mediated intracellular signaling
pathway controls intracellular interactions.
PPI Network biology provide approaches for
a better understanding of probable disease
pathways. Protein interactions associated
with disease are key actors of disease
spreading mechanism and also their study has
significance toward novel insights in disease
investigation. In the current study, it was
observed that EGFR connected signaling
proteins are strongly interconnected with
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other proteins that participate in cell growth,
apoptotic events and differentiation. In this
study, the PPI network showed maximum
interaction that activates EGFR signaling
which leads to cells proliferation and
neoplastic progress, resulting in kidney
cancer. These significant interactions
vigorously regulate the focus of therapeutic
approaches on different EGFR signaling
target proteins that regulate cell cycle. Few
novel interactions were identified, HRAS,
SHC1, PTPN1, PIK3CB, HBEGF, NRG2
and AGTR1 which shows apoptotic activities
and proliferation and prove their participation
in kidney cancer and proved to be significant
in creating new therapeutic techniques.
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